To: Stan Watson
From: Tichborn
In re: LICOKY/L

As I have mentioned on previous occasions (both here and in Wash),
I have become increasingly concerned about the LICOKY problem.

For the past twelve months, she has rather persistently "hounded"
us to get together to talk about "mutual concerns"; and I have
studiously avoided her upon advice from Station personnel. Even
if the Station had not advised me to seek clearance, I would have done so because of the continuing rumors I hear from
various sources to the effect that she is a paid agent of the U.S. gov't. In referring to an invitation she got for L/1 last spring, I
shortly ago, Xirau mentioned that he had heard she is a double
agent. While in New York, Margery Urquidi (sister of Victor Urquidi)
L/1 flatly told me that LICOKY is working for the corporation. Last
Spring, while I was visiting in Valley del Bravo, a former TIME
correspondent (Dudly Dugan) mentioned in the presence of
L/1 some Mexican intellectuals that LICOKY was probably an agent. Dudly Odio once told me that almost everyone knows that she is employed
by the Corporation. The three L/1s I have heard mention (LINLUX, the Guadalupe) has lived with), is getting money from Uncle Sam, and
he referred to this friendship with LICOKY L/1. On another occasion
I have heard other references to L/1--enough to make me a bit
apprehensive about her possibly blowing the whole thing.

SUGGESTION: GET HER OUT OF MEXICO BEFORE SHE
BLOWS THE WORK, either directly or indirectly.
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